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 Our Old Testament scripture is Joshua’s final instruction to the people of 

Israel, the renewal of Israel’s covenant commitment to their God before he 

departs this life.  God had made many promises of this land to the people over 

several centuries from Abraham to Jacob, Joseph and Moses.  And initially, God 

had instructed Joshua to cleanse Canaan of all non- Israelites and eliminate all 

temptations to worship other gods.  And here we find Joshua in an argument with 

the Israelites…He says, “you cannot serve the Lord, for he is a holy God, he is 

jealous, he will not forgive…but they insist – “No, we will serve the Lord” and 

Joshua made a covenant with the people that day. 

 We, too, through our commitment to our faith, have made our own 

covenant with God.  And by our membership in this congregation, we have made 

a commitment to this faith community.   Yet, here and in churches all across this 

nation – and most certainly in the secular world we live in, there is a profound 

spiritual hunger for something.  In his book, Growing in the Life of Faith, Craig 

Dykstra talks of our hunger for “daily bread”.  Give us this day our daily bread – 

we pray this constantly but do we truly understand what it means.  Dykstra says, 

“Our country and its congregations are populated by a people who feel quite at 

sea.  Careful listening to the conversations taking place in US society about issues 

as diverse as work and family, sexuality, the public responsibilities of the media 

(which has become polarized in recent times), and the shifting balances in 

international relationships reveals that thousands upon thousands of ordinary 
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citizens recognize and are beginning to face the profound ambiguities intrinsic to 

contemporary political and moral life.  We would like to be sure that what we are 

doing – as people, as citizens, as families, as a nation – is right and good, but deep 

down we are not at all sure that it is…and they are not satisfied with the supply of 

meanings our culture provides to deal with issues of right and wrong, pain, death 

and violence.  …We know we live in dangerous times.  And we know the dangers 

are not only “out there” but also “in here”, within ourselves.” 

 People continue to starve for daily bread – an intimate faith that is personal 

but one that you cannot achieve by yourself.  Dykstra continues, “The question all 

this raises is not so much whether people are getting help for their needs – they 

are getting some kind of help, and they will, by hook or by crook – but whether 

the help they get in the practice of daily life is adequate to the depths and 

extremities that life presents.”  …”We need to recognize our true hunger – hunger 

not for the things we can make, buy and consume but for another kind of “daily 

bread”, a daily bread we do not produce and cannot control all by ourselves.” 

 Our New Testament reading from Matthew reaches to some of these very 

points.  It’s a very simple scripture – very clear and to the point.  Faith isn’t 

something we possess – faith is alive – it’s a living breathing part of who we are 

and its constantly in motion.  Faith is how we live.  A living faith.  “The life of faith 

is the way of living that is organized by faith and that flows out of faith.  In the life 

of faith, we come more and more to participate in the new reality God is opening 

to us.  Faith is possible only because the life of faith surrounds it and provides its 

context.  This context is communal…The life of faith is deeply personal, but it is 
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not individual or isolated. They come to us and are formed in us through our 

participation in the faith and life of faith of a community of faithful people.” 

 What is distinctive about Matthew’s parable about the bridegroom is it 

does not simply call for right action in the groom’s absence – it calls for 

recognition that he may be delayed.  The time we are living through right now is a 

time of uncertainty, of an unknown future, and let’s face it, fear.  It is easy to feel 

discouraged and weary and if you do, you’re not alone.  Many people I speak with 

are feeling frustrated and tired of how we have to live right now. And I’ve had 

people reach out to me asking for prayers and strength and words of scripture.  

There is definitely a hunger I see and people looking to the historical strength of 

the church as a resource to answer questions about life and death at such difficult 

moment as this.  

 Our scripture reminds us of two things – (1) The future of God’s people in 

the land depended ultimately not on the people’s sincerity and obedience – it 

depended on God’s faithfulness, mercy and power to transform the heart.  Israel 

suffered consequences for centuries of forsaking God but in the end, God would 

bring Israel back not because of who the people were but because of who God 

was; and (2) we must live our faith in a daily way seeking God’s word through 

scripture and prayer and we must commit ourselves to the faith community to 

ensure our relationship with God continues to grow throughout our lifetime. 

Matthew urges us to keep our vision on Christ’s return, that we keep our faith 

alive even through delay because we, as people of God, trust that God is a God of 

justice and mercy.  The oil represents an eternal everlasting love between God 

and soul.   
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 The oil represents our perseverance.  Growing in the Life of Faith  says 

this…“A life such as this demands perseverance.  The life of faith involves 

faithfulness:  Holding firm, keeping faith, pressing on in confidence, courage and 

hope.  Life in Christ may place us in harm’s way more often and in more ways 

than life according to the flesh might.  But, in the Spirit, we learn more and more 

to trust in God’s power to do wonderful things, even in the midst of the bleakest 

of circumstances…this particular trust is an important element in the life of faith, 

and those who live in the spirit are therefore not surprised when dead ends 

unexpectedly turn into fresh possibilities or when healing takes place-all by the 

power of God.” 

So how do we do it?  How do we keep that reserve of oil in our lamps?  How can 

we remain hopeful when thing just don’t seem to turn around…when life gets 

really hard…how?  We don’t – God does…We turn to God in honest prayer and He 

lifts us up – God fills our oil reserve –through God’s faithfulness and 

steadfastness.  And we have our memories of when God turned our lives around – 

and brought us to this community of faith.  Being part of a faithful community is 

an essential part of our “living faith”.  We are not capable of filling our lamps 

alone – no one is.  The strength of this community is beyond anything I can 

explain – but for nearly 100 years – this community of faith has stood on this 

hallow ground.   

Joshua 24 invites each hearer into profound gratitude for the unmerited 

graciousness of God.  Covenant is a matter of discerning who God has been to us 

and who we are called to be. 

Amen  


